
ILLUMINATED

LOGOS & LETTERS
Show brands in the best light



Turn brands
into beacons

When you light up a sign you switch on a whole

new audience. More people notice you, you stay

top of mind and you create a landmark. Beaming

out in every direction or backed with a subtle glow,

our illuminated letters keep attention on brands,

day and night.



Face Lit letters

Think bold, liven up interiors and bring the

energy of the city indoors with these brightly

lit signs. Crisp lighting and precise finishing
combine to give your space an upmarket,

high tech feel. Our face lit letters are a cut

above, made with ultra white acrylic rather

than industry standard opal and lit with

energy saving LEDs from Germany. IP rated,

RoHS compliant and CE certified.



Used on your building façade, a face lit sign

announces your brand at full volume and

makes it a marker. We coat the inside of

each letter in mirror white paint and fill it
with special, wide angle LEDs so your logo

lights immaculately and shines brighter

than the rest.



ADX Premium
Face Lit letters

Made with precision, ADX letters give your brand

an air of sophistication. Each is cut by laser from a

deep block of acrylic so the face and sides are one

seamless piece with no rims or outlines. LEDs fill
the hollow inside and light your artwork from edge

to edge with pinpoint accuracy.



Colour Change
Face Lit letters

Create a point of difference by making your
sign switch colour at night. Coat letter faces

with a special perforated film so logos appear
in corporate colours by day then shine out in

bright white at twilight.





Halo Lit
letters

Back lighting gives every type of letter a lift. Raise the

profile of stainless steel, acrylic and painted aluminium
signs by using LEDs to give them an aura. For better

results we add a diffuser backplate to shape the light
and give each letter a spotless architectural glow.



Glow with
confidence
To sculpt your letters we use the best 

metals on the market. Indoors, we use

304 grade, the kind of steel you find in
the kitchens of the world’s top chefs. 

Outside we use 316 marine grade, famed 

for its resistance to rust and sea spray.

For letter faces we use a thicker gauge 

steel than the norm so your sign looks 

better for longer.



Side Lit
letters

Side lit letters let you achieve a halo effect without the
need for standoffs. We bond your logo direct to a surface
for a sleek and blended look. Light beams back from the

solid letter faces and streams out through acrylic parts of

the letter returns. We enhance the effect by painting the
backplate for a cleaner, sharper flow of light.



Make it shine

Fitting illuminated signs is one of our specialist

subjects. Our crews bring you know how from

hundreds of successful installs, working nights

and at heights to render your name in lights. We 

liaise with you and your builders in advance to 

prep locations and chase cables. Each letter links 

in parallel to 12 volt transformers for your 

electrician to connect to a power supply. Then 

flick a switch and let there be light.



See our full range of
signage at addesign.ie T: 353 1 452 4152


